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Abstract. RoboBreizh was founded in 2018. In 2020, we have won the
Best Performance award at RoboCup@Home EDU. In 2021, we took
third place at RoboCup@Home Virtual. In 2022, we won first place at
RoboCup@Home in Bangkok. Currently, we have about 11 members from
laboratories based in France and Australia. This paper aims to introduce
the activities that are performed by our team and the technologies that
we use. Main contributions include new simulations tools based on video
games technologies and semantic relations between perceived elements.

1 Background

RoboBreizh is initialy a RoboCup French team of the Brest National Engineer-
ing School (ENIB), founded in 2018. Since then, RoboBreizh has won the Best
Performance award at RoboCup@Home EDU competitions in 2020. The team
was qualified for the RoboCup@Home 2021. The contest turned to virtual and
Robobreizh got the 3rd place. Last but not least, RoboBreizh won the 1st place
in 2022 at Bangkok.

2 Research focus and interests

RoboBreizh’s team made the decision to focus only on embedded systems, de-
priving Pepper of internet connectivity and the myriad AI options available on-
line, particularly from well-known tech companies. The totally embedded strat-
egy was implemented for a number of reasons, not just the restricted conditions
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in the arena. In fact, it was also influenced by the practical uses of these robots,
which are frequently created for elderly or dependent individuals who may not
have an excellent internet connection. Additionally, there are significant energy
and environmental costs associated with the ongoing transmission of data for
online analysis. Finally, since images and sounds are processed locally in the
robot rather than being transferred to the cloud, a complete embedded system
provides the primary advantage of data privacy.

RoboBreizh is aiming at using interactive machine learning, meaning taking
the human parameter into account, to provide solutions in the context of inter-
active social robotics. This document describes the software used, the suggested
architecture, and the connections between the modules in order to complete the
requirements for the competition.

The structure of the article is as follows. First, section 3 goes into detail about
how to use Pepper by employing embedded software architecture instead of the
traditional NaoQi API. The embedded management module, which addresses
interconnection between modules, is then described in section 4. The embedded
perception module is covered in the next section 5. The section 6 presentation
follows the embedded navigation module. In section 7, the embedded dialogue
module is explained. Section 8 details knowledge representation and reasoning
mechanisms. Last, in section 9, new simulation tools are presented.

3 Architecture

When working with the Pepper robot, the first limitation is the integrated Oper-
ating System (OS), NaoQi2.5.5, based on a 32bits version of Linux Gentoo that
restricts and limits the number of libraries that can be installed (for instance
no ROS version is officially supported on Gentoo). The second limitation is the
root access to the OS that is not available on the robot, this choice has been
justified by Aldebaran (the company behind Pepper) to ensure that no one will
accidentally delete core components of the OS and thus break the robot’s soft-
ware architecture. To overcome those two limitations, we created a continuous
integration pipeline based on the work from [1]. Even if Gentoo is an old system,
it offers some interesting solutions such as the package manager Portage and
the Gentoo Prefix Project [2]. A prefix is an offset version of Gentoo that can be
installed alongside another OS (preferably another Gentoo) without root permis-
sion. To make it work, we used a Docker Image of a 32bits gentoo prefix [3] and
then build on top of it our full architecture. At runtime, the required components
of the prefix are extracted from the Docker Image and pushed directly to the
robot, alongside the NaoQi OS. This solution resolved the root access problem
but the limitations of Gentoo (32bits and the Portage package manager instead
of Aptitude) are still here. As a workaround, we decided to cross-compile ROS
and other libraries in Docker using a dump of the Pepper OS [4] and our gen-
too prefix. First, to cross-compile ROS Noetic we used the ros-overlay project
[5]. Because we decide to use exclusively Python3, the native Python API from
Pepper was not available anymore. Thus, we built on top of the LibQi API a
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version that can run onboard and allow us to still have access to the resources
of the robot [6]. Latest Machine Learning Python tools such as Tensorflow Lite
[7], ONNX [8], OpenCV [9] or Kaldi [10] have also been cross-compiled.

4 Manager

The manager is viewed as the one who makes decisions about what actions to
take and when to activate the necessary elements to accomplish the desired
goal. For instance, the manager’s actions can include finding a specific area,
interacting with people, and spotting and controlling things in the immediate
surroundings. Using a Petri Net approach, the manager is put into action. It is
a directed network of nodes and connections that supports flexible finite-state
machines and parallel processing. A plan was established for each activity to
outline the many steps of action that would be encountered as well as the sub-
plans that would be triggered under specific circumstances. The use of sub-plans
enables a clear and modular strategy. To execute our Petri Net with ROS, we
use a package named Petri Net Plans [11], which allows linking a set of places
and transitions to the reference of C++ functions. Each function could then act
as an independent process firing one or multiple ROS nodes and returning a
state to the Petri Net to change state. Important data about the environment
are stored in an onboard SQLite server.

5 Perception

The perception module offers a collection of ROS services with options, including
a distance filter to prevent objects from being detected outside of the arena. A
home-made combination of pre-trained Single Shot Detector (SSD) [12] with
InceptionV3 [13] and MobileNet [14] is used to detect all types of objects in
the arena. Color estimation is created based on detection with the RGB camera
[15], to extract certain dominating colors from a recognised image. Five clusters
of RGB pixel values are created for each bounding box of an object that was
recognised. The RGB values of the respective cluster centroids are then used to
replace the original values of the raw pixels. Last but not least, a color name is
delivered using the nearest X11 color. A CNN-based model (MoveNet Multipose)
[16] predicts human joint locations of multiple persons from an RGB image. The
model is able to detect the body joints of up to 20 persons in the same frame.
It is the best trade-off between speed and accuracy for edge devices (originally
designed to run on smartphones) [17]. For tracking humans between frames, we
use a bounding box tracker to compute the Intersection-over-Union (IoU), and a
clothes color tracker to determine if the person in the frame is the same person as
before. We also use recent works [18] on Visual Relationships Detection (VRD) to
infer relationships between entities in the scene, in an end-to-end manner. VRD
assigns to a pair of objects a predicate that could represent either geometric,
possessive, or semantic relations among 50 different predicate classes. This form
a graph composed of < subject, predicate, object > triplets (see Figure 1) that
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could be used to further analyse the scene and for instance, detect fine-grained
human activities in context. To improve the performance of our models in a
real-time perspective, we use quantization to reduce the model size (from FP32
to INT8 precision) as well as sparsification technics such as model pruning.

(a) Detected regions (b) Relationships

Fig. 1: Detected relationships grounded to object regions: each colored node cor-
responds to the same color bounding box, white nodes are the relation predicates.

6 Navigation

The ROS navigation stack with AMCL [19] for localisation, the Dijkstra algo-
rithm as a global planner over the global costmap, and the Dynamic Window
Approach (DWA) [20] as a local planner over the local costmap, are used by the
navigation module. To retrieve data from depth cameras and lidars, we use an
updated version of the naoqi driver ROS package. Since the data from Pep-
per’s lidar is insufficient for accurately computing costmaps, the depth camera’s
PointClouds are added as inputs. This enables Pepper to detect more fine-grained
obstacles such as tables or chairs. In order to reduce the computational cost for
pointcloud data processing, obstacles are represented using voxels. In addition,
RoboBreizh uses Spatio-Temporal Voxel Layer [21] as a 2D local costmap plugin
that continuously adds a new dynamic obstacle layer to the costmap. With the
contribution of the voxel layer and DWA, our Pepper robot is able to safely
navigate in a known environment and avoid dynamic obstacles.

7 Dialog

The embedded dialogue module enables Pepper to recognise spoken language
and examine its semantic content. The native API of Robot offers a grammar
parsing library and a tool for recording sound. However, the versatility and
maintainability of these technologies are constrained. RoboBreizh customises an
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embedded dialogue system as a result. The initial step in the process is sound
processing, which entails listening to the sound and identifying and recording hu-
man voices. Regarding Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) we use the lightest
Vosk [22] model (”vosk-model-small-en-us-0.15”) with the Kaldi recognizer [10]
for noise suppression. To prevent the cases of sound recording early stopping or
late recording, we create a thread to record the sound all the time and append it
to the sound data buffer. Therefore, speech recording and speech-to-text infer-
ence operate simultaneously to maintain a robust but time-efficient performance.

In the GPSR task, Pepper is required to process a complex user command
to define a plan to accomplish the task as requested. The robot has to recognise
the user’s intention with the task-related objects or persons word entities from
the command text. Unlike other approaches in @Home for this task [23] [24],
we decided to take advantage of latest advances in NLP with the use of BERT
for Joint-Slot Filling [25]. Joint-Slot Filling is a task that aims at classifying
utterances in intent class and then fill related slots as arguments. The challenge
in GPSR is twofold: (1) classifying multiple intents in the same sentence and (2)
identifying antecedent of ambiguous pronouns (an issue related to the Winograd
Schema Challenge [26]). Our contribution is a newly generated dataset that
supports the annotation format of the Joint-Slot Filling task as well as the fine-
tuning of a JointBERT model, focusing on pronoun disambiguation in the GPSR
task.

8 Knowledge Representation

In RoboCup, the Knowledge Representation and Reasoning framework often
solely relies on visual low-level inputs. Instead of representing objects and per-
sons as static disjoint entities in a scene, we are interested in representing the
abundant dynamic of the context in the form of semantic< subject, predicate, object >
relationships. As this representation is often not enough to reason about the hu-
man intent or activity being performed, we infuse related external commonsense
knowledge of object affordances and temporal dependencies of events. This is
done by extracting a Scene Graph from the perception module and then match-
ing it with external knowledge from ConceptNet [27] and ATOMIC [28]. To
reduce resource consumption here, we represent the external knowledge base in
a graph embedding form and select relevant new relations based on cosine sim-
ilarity. The outcome of this process will create an extended graph representing
the objects and relations between them in the scene as well as their relations
with prior knowledge. This data could be used to infer the latent context of the
scene in different downstream tasks such as activity recognition. An example
of this knowledge representation is shown in Figure 2 for the detected relation
< Person,Cutting,Apple > in the kitchen area for instance.
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Fig. 2: An enriched Scene Graph. In blue: detected entities and relations; in
black: enriched commonsense relations.

9 Simulation

Nowadays, with the emergence of reinforcement learning for autonomous agents,
using simulated environments for robotics applications has become a true neces-
sity. The most used simulator in the @Home community, Gazebo, is far from
being realistic and is very limited for Human-Robot Interaction tasks. On the
other hand, the latest generation of video game engines (Unity 2021, Unreal En-
gine 5) is achieving outstanding graphics performance while providing Virtual
Reality (VR) interfaces to engage with humans in simulation. To take advantage
of Unity and Unreal Engine, we focus on (1) developing a realistic robot model
for each physics engine and (2) creating efficient bridges with ROS and ROS2
to use our code interchangeably between simulated and real environments.

RoboBreizh has been working on three different simulation software includ-
ing Gazebo, Unity, and Unreal Engine. These engines all allow us to set up
plugins for ROS and ROS2 to control a virtual Pepper robot. We utilise Blender
as our primary graphics software for constructing 3D models and objects. It al-
lows us to export 3D objects with a variety of formats which can be supported
by various game engines. Our team builds a 3D-furnished arena in Blender and
exports it directly to different game engines with respect to the supporting for-
mats. This virtual arena is matching our own lab settings as a proper digital
twin, to facilitate the interoperability between real and virtual environments.
Some adjustments have been made by our team to the virtual Pepper prototype
contributed by Aldebaran and Softbank Robotics due to the various physical
properties of game engines. The modification of the inertial setting with Pep-
per’s Tibia and wheels delivers a better maneuver in a simulation environment
compatible with Gazebo 11, Unity 2021 (LTS), and Unreal Engine 5 with ROS
and ROS2. Finally, we are using the Oculus Quest 2 virtual reality headset to
interact with the virtual environment in Unity allowing us to develop a collab-
orative activity between humans and the simulated robot. Figure 3 illustrates a
demonstration of the interaction with the Pepper robot in Unity. Our team is
also planning to implement Augmented Reality with better real-world settings
in the simulation.
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Fig. 3: Virtual Reality for human-robot interaction in Unity 2021.
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Annex

Team description

The 2022 team consists of the following persons :

Name: Robobreizh
Leader: C. Buche
Faculties: M. Andries
Students: M. Neau S. Wang C.Y.J. Wong D.N. Do Y. He
Post-doct & Engineer: T. Ung, L. Li, M. Barange, M. Bouabdelli
Website (RoboCup): https://www.enib.fr/∼robobreizh
Website (@home): https://www.enib.fr/∼robobreizh/src/en/project home en.html

Code: https://github.com/ROBOBREIZH

Logo

Robot’s Simulator

– Gazebo v11 (ROS)
– Unreal 5
– Unity 2021
– qiBullet (NAOqi + ROS)

Robot’s Description

Hardware: Aldebaran’s Pepper (NAOqi 2.5)

Software, External Computer: None

Software, Onboard:

– Middleware: Custom x86 Gentoo Prefix
– People Age/gender estimation: CNN
– Object/People detection: SSD, InceptionV3, MobileNet
– Visual Relationships Detection: Encoder-Decoder Transformers
– People’s pose detection: MoveNet Multipose
– Navigation: ROS Navigation Stack, dwa, Spatio-Temporal Voxel Layer
– Speech Recognition: Vosk, KaldiRecognizer
– Natural Language Processing: Spacy, MobileBERT
– Persistent storage: SQLite
– Finite state machine: Petri Net Plan

https://www.enib.fr/~robobreizh
https://www.enib.fr/~robobreizh/src/en/project_home_en.html
https://github.com/ROBOBREIZH
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